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Abstract: Information theory can be used to assess how efficiently a message is transmitted on the basis of
different symbolic systems. In this paper, I estimate the information-theoretic efficiency ofwritten language for
parallel text data in more than 1000 different languages, both on the level of characters and on the level of
words as information encoding units. The main results show that (i) the median efficiency is ∼29% on the
character level and ∼45% on the word level, (ii) efficiency on both levels is strongly correlated with each other
and (iii) efficiency tends to be higher for languages with more speakers.
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1 Introduction

Information theory (Shannon 1948) provides both an elegant and a precise way to analyze different aspects of
language processing (Gibson et al. 2019). It decomposes communication into (i) an information source that
selects a message to be transmitted that is (ii) encoded into a signal that is (iii) sent over a communication
channel to a receiver who then (iv) decodes the signal to recover the message (Gibson et al. 2019; Shannon
1948; Weaver 1953). For example, (i) could be a translator that selects a book in a source language to be
translated, (ii) refers to the process of translating the book into (iii) the translated book and (iv) means the
process of reading the translated book. One of the key quantities used to analyze the process of encoding a
message, i.e, writing, and – understood as its inverse – the process of decoding the received message,
i.e., reading, is entropy, denoted byH: since, due to the rules and regularities that govern the use of a language,
not every sequence of symbols is possible, H can be understood both as measuring how much choice a writer
has when selecting successive symbols and as approximating the reader’s uncertainty about upcoming
symbols (Bentz et al. 2017; Shannon 1948; Weaver 1953). Based on this insight, it is possible to measure how
efficiently the symbols are used to encode/decode a message (Partridge 1981; Shannon 1948, 1951).

In this context, parallel texts offer an intriguing source of data, because they can be considered trans-
lational equivalents (Cysouw and Wälchli 2007): parallel texts are basically texts in different languages con-
taining the samemessage, but are different regarding the used language. Therefore, information theory can be
used to estimate how efficiently the message is transmitted in different languages, since obtained differences
cannot be attributed to differences in content, style or register (Behr et al. 2003; Cover and King 1978; Kalimeri
et al. 2012; for a discussion, cf. Section 4).

The goal of this paper is threefold: firstly, to use information-theory to assess the efficiency on different
levels of linguistic organization as information encoding units in different languages. Secondly, to present and
apply a permutation framework that makes it possible to test the statistical significance of a relationship for
non-random samples that is very common in quantitative linguistic typology. Thirdly, to test whether effi-
ciency might by shaped by the size of the speaker community.
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2 Data

As the data basis, I use the Parallel Bible Corpus (PBC) made available byMayer and Cysouw (2014). It contains
1566 unique translations of the Bible which have been assigned 1164 different language-specific ISO-639-3
codes in a fine-grained parallel structure. Each translation is tokenized and Unicode normalized. Spaces were
inserted between words and both punctuation marks and non-alphabetic symbols. All texts were manually
checked and corrected byMayer andCysouw (2014)where necessary (also seeAppendixA in Bentz et al. 2017).1

All uppercase characters were lowered based on the closest ISO code. For languages with more than one
available translation, all quantities are averaged.

Speaker community size estimates and genealogical/geographical classifications are taken from Bentz
et al. (2018) that are based on data from Ethnologue (Simons and Fennig 2013) and Glottolog (Hammarström
et al. 2019). In the following, the population size is logged, to make the highly skewed distribution approxi-
mately normal.2 The different sources are merged via the ISO code.

3 Estimating efficiency

A book b can be represented as a sequence of N symbols that are drawn (with replacement) from an alphabet
consisting of C different symbol types. A symbol can either be a (Unicode) character or a word type.3 Shannon
(1948, 1951) justified that the amount of informationproduced by a symbol sj that has a probability of occurrence of
pj is given as −log2(pj). The rationale of this idea is that the occurrence of less probable events produces more
information/is more surprising than the occurrence of very likely cases. Based on this insight, we can estimate for
eachbookbhowmuch information is produced–onaverage–per symbol, i.e., theper-symbol entropyHb. Sincepj
strongly depends on the preceding context (Bentz et al. 2017; Piantadosi 2014) andbecause long range correlations
that are typical of literary texts (Ebeling andAlexander 1995;MontemurroandPury 2002) arenot capturedbydirect
parametric estimators, a non-parametric method that takes statistical dependencies between symbols into ac-
count, is used to estimate Hb (Kontoyiannis et al. 1998; Montemurro and Zanette 2011). It is calculated as:

Hb = [ 1
N

∑
N

i=2

li
log2(i)]

−1
(1)

Here, the key quantity of interest is the match-length li. It measures the length (in symbols) of the shortest
substring starting at position i of b that is not also a substring of the part of the book before this position and can
be used to estimate H, since it was shown that li grows like (log i)/H (Kontoyiannis et al. 1998; Ornstein and
Weiss 1993; Wyner and Ziv 1989).

To quantify the efficient use of the communication channel, i.e., the book, note that themaximum amount
of information that can be transmitted per symbol with an alphabet that has a cardinality of C, is given as
(Hartley 1928):

Hb
max = log2(C) (2)

1 In textswithout spaces ormarks betweenwords, a dictionary lookupmethodbased on theword-break algorithmof the ICU library
(Unicode Consortium 2019; Annex #29) was used to detect word boundaries.
2 Note that in caseswhere the unlogged community size is zero, Bentz et al. (2018) added one to the community size to avoid taking
the log of zero (Benz, personal communication). In what follows, those cases are excluded from the analyses. Further, note that
fitting on a logarithmic scale makes effects multiplicative instead of additive.
3 Potential theoretical/typological problems/challenges of these technical definitions for the analysis of natural language data are
discussed in Jacobs (2011), Haspelmath (2011), Geertzen et al. (2016), Bentz et al. (2017, esp. section 3.2.3.) and Moran and Cysouw
(2018).
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Now, the efficiency ηb of the coding system that was used to produce b can be operationalized as the ratio of the
actual rate of transmission, to the channel capacity, i.e., the maximum possible transmission rate (Shannon
1948: 29):

ηb = Hb

Hb
max

(3)

Take for instance this paper: with themethods outlined above,H on the character level amounts to∼1.4 bits per
character. Since a total of C = 102 different characters are being used,Hmax is ∼6.7 bits per character, so the η is
∼0.21. This means that roughly 21% of the characters are “chosen freely”, while the remaining 79% are
“determined by structure of the language” (Shannon 1948: 25).

An example adapted from Shannon (1948: 31–32) can be used to further illustrate the relevance of this
concept in the context of parallel text data as outlined in the introduction: suppose a translator wants to
translate amessage from a source into some target language. For example, the translation of themessage from
the source into the target language could be ABABCADA where A, B, C, D are the symbols that are used in the
target language. If we assume, for illustrative purposes, that successive symbols are chosen independently, the

probabilities of the symbols are 1
2,

1
4,

1
8,

1
8, so H can be calculated as −(1

2 × log2
1
2 + 1

4 × log2
1
4 + 2

8 × log2
1
8) = 7

4 bits

per symbol. This encoding ratio can be achieved with the following prefix code (Grünwald and Paul 2010):
A = 0, B = 10, C = 110,D = 111. Hence the encoded version of the message is 01001011001110. Since the encoded
message consists of an equal amount of zeros and ones, the code is optimal and we have encoded 14 bits by

using eight symbols, or 7
4 bits per symbol. The maximal amount of information that can be transmitted per

symbol with four different symbols is log24 = 2, thus η = 7/4
2 = 7

8. This implies that from an information

theoretic perspective 1 − 7
8 = 1

8 = 12.5% of the symbols in the translation are redundant (Partridge 1981),

meaning that it is possible to re-encode the translated message into a message that uses the same set of

symbols and contains the same amount of information, but only uses 7
8 symbol tokens. For example, imagine a

translation of the source message into a second target language that uses the same four symbol types and
consists of the following seven symbol tokens BACDADC. With the corresponding prefix code A = 00, B = 01,
C = 10, D = 11, the encoded version would be 01001011001110, which is, as intended, completely equal to the
encoded version of the first translation. Since the message length is typically used to quantify communicative
effort (Gibson et al. 2019), we can say that second translation is more efficient, because it encodes the same
source message using 12.5% fewer symbol tokens (seven instead of eight).

In the following, efficiency will be measured both on the word and on the character level as information
encoding units.

4 Methods

4.1 A caveat

Before presenting the actual analyticalmethods, there is one important caveat: can the different translations of
the Bible really be considered translational equivalents? de Vries (2007) discusses several challenges that the
use of the Bible as a parallel text source poses (also see Wälchli 2007). For the current endeavor, two of the
discussed issues are especially relevant: textual multiplicity and multiplicity of translation types. “Textual
multiplicity” refers to the fact that the Bible consists of a collection of texts from different source languages
(Hebrew, Aramaic and Greek). Thus, there is no such thing as “the source text” of the Bible and depending on
various factors, different translations are based on different source texts. “Multiplicity of translation types”
refers to the problem that many “Bible translations for minority languages that were made after the Second
World War by missionaries and organizations, like Wycliffe Bible Translators and the United Bible Societies,
have amissionary skopos” (deVries 2007: 62). Compared to translations in other languages, translationswith a
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missionary skopos are distinguished by the fact that they “were meant as stand-alone texts. They do not
assume pastors, priests or elders to explain the text and the goal is to bring themessage of salvation as close as
possible to the readers or listeners” (de Vries 2007: 62). Since one of the goals of this paper is to determine
whether the size of the speaker community affects the efficiency of written language, this point is especially
challenging, because translations with a missionary skopos contain a lot of (redundant) explicative (back-
ground) information to foster the ease of (personal) interpretation (Kroneman 2004).

To reduce the impact of the points raised, each available Bible translation is split into different books of the
biblical canon, effectively treating each book as a different text sample of the corresponding Bible translation.4

The first 39 books are part of the Old Testament (OT) that is primarily based on the Hebrew Bible, while the
remaining 27books area collectionof texts originallywritten inGreek that together form theNewTestament (NT).
By statistically comparing the results of each book with the results of each respective other book, the problem of
textual multiplicity will not be ultimately solved. However, if the results for all books, each with a “complex
history of textual transmission” (de Vries 2007: 59), point in the same direction, then this strengthens the
evidence base.

To alleviate the impact of the multiplicity of translation types, note that, for many “minority” languages,
i.e., languages with a small community of speakers, missionary organizations mostly prepared translations of
the NT.5 In what follows, it will be demonstrated that (i) the number of available translations in different
languages in the PBC is bigger, roughly by a factor of 10, for the books of the NT compared to the books of the
OT and (ii) available data for the OT tend to stem from languages with more speakers: there are 137 languages
with at least one available translation in the PBCwith all 39 OT books. Here the median number of speakers is
∼1,700,000. For 1054 languages there is at least one full NT translation (27 books), the median number is
∼30,000 speakers. Again, the idea is that if we find a statistical relationship between speaker population size
and efficiency for both the NT and the OT books, then this strengthens the claim that those results are more
than just an artefact resulting from the multiplicity of translation types.6

4.2 Statistical analysis

To test for a potential relationship between efficiency and the speaker population size, the following multi-
stage procedure is applied:
(i) Spearman correlations between both variables are computed to achieve a first overview of the direction

and strength of a potential relationship.
(ii) When analyzing a relationship between linguistic and non-linguistic structures, e.g., speaker community

size, it is important to statistically account for the genealogical relatedness of languages (Cysouw et al.
2012; Jaeger et al. 2011; Moran et al. 2012). Note that the sample of languages for which Bible translations
are available in the PBC cannot be considered a random sample of the population of all languages: random
sampling would mean that each unit in the population has an equal chance to be included in the sample.
However, languages for which no Bible translation is available, have zero chance to be drawn into the
sample. Therefore, the sample is biased and the randomness assumption is violated. This has two
important ramifications: (a) standard null-hypothesis significance testing cannot be used, since it is based

4 Within books, the verse order was randomized.
5 For example, of the 388 translations in the PBC that were produced by the Wycliffe Bible Translators and the United Bible
Societies, only eight have translations of all 39 OT books, while all 27 books of the NT were translated for 354 of the books.
6 Two further advantages of this strategy relate to the estimation of entropy rates: firstly, the different Bible books have different
lengths, so by analyzing all books, we can ensure that the results are not merely driven by varying texts lengths (Koplenig et al.
2017). Secondly, each text has its “own characteristic entropy” (Cover and King 1978), so it is to be expected that a focus on the level
of individual texts improves the entropy estimation (Schürmann and Grassberger 1996).
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on this very assumption. (b) We cannot extend the results found in the sample to the population of all
languages.7 In what follows, I use a generic variant of the Freedman–Lane permutation testing procedure
that does not make any assumptions about the mechanism that generated the data (Freedman and Lane
1983; Winkler et al. 2014: 385):
(a) Let η denote the efficiency variable (word/character). For all 66 books, η is regressed onto a fixed

effect for the log of speaker community size and (crossed) random intercepts for language family and
macroarea to account for the non-independence of data-points due to the genealogical and
geographical relatedness of languages. This model is used to calculate the test statistic T0, here the
z-statistic of the estimated parameter for community size.

(b) η is regressed onto the random intercepts of language family and macroarea in an intercept-only
model and fitted values η̂ and residuals ε̂ are obtained. This means that η̂ contains the sample mean
plus contributions based on the predicted random effects for language family and macroarea.8

(c) The residuals ε̂ are randomly permuted, call the resulting variable ε̂∗, and a new variable is computed
that is defined as the sum of the fitted values and the randomly permuted residuals, i.e., η∗ = η̂ + ε̂∗.

(d) η* is regressed onto the fixed effect for community size and the random intercepts for language family
and macroarea in order to calculate the test statistic of interest and call this statistic T∗

j .
(e) Steps (c) and (d) are repeated 10,000 times to calculate the reference distribution of T∗.9

(f) Count the number of times where
⃒⃒⃒⃒⃒
T∗
j

⃒⃒⃒⃒⃒
≥
⃒⃒⃒⃒⃒
To

⃒⃒⃒⃒⃒
and divide that number by 10,000. The result is the p-

value.

The intuitive idea of this permutation test is that if the null hypothesis holds, i.e., community size is unrelated
to efficiency, the derived data sets, i.e., the data sets with randomly permuted residuals, should be indistin-
guishable from the original data set, or as Freedman and Lane (1983: 292) call it: “a small reported significance
level indicates an unusual data set”. More details and a validation of the permutation approach are presented
in Section 3 of the ancillary material.
(iii) Moran et al. (2012: 884/885) argue that when interpreting the results of mixed models, it makes sense to

check the apparent across languages effect within families. To this end, separate Spearman correlations
between efficiency and speaker community size are calculated for all language families with at least five
members. Let F+ denote the number of times when the coefficient is positive and F the number of available
families for the corresponding book. If there is no statistical relationship between efficiency and speaker
community size within families, we should expect that F+/F ≈ 0.5. Therefore, values that are above/below
0.5 are indicative of a positive/negative relationship within families between the two variables.

(iv) Regarding the strategy (ii), note that, by definition, efficiency is on a zero to one scale (cf. Eq. 3), where
values of zero and one do not occur, i.e., efficiency is in Eqs. (1) and (2), but the predictions of linear
(mixed) regression models are not constrained to this interval. One way to solve this problem is to use a
beta regression model (Ferrari and Cribari-Neto 2004), where the mean of efficiency is modeled condi-
tional on the community size and a suitable link function is used to ensure that the predicted mean is in
Eqs. (1) and (2). To the best of my knowledge, the current implementations of beta regressions do not
include random effects.10 To solve this problem, Monte Carlo simulations with 1000 repetitions are

7 To further illustrate this, note that Bentz et al. (2018) present community size information for 6453 languages. The median
community size is ∼8000 speakers. However, for the 1120 languages for which we have available Bible translations, the median
community size is ∼30,000.
8 See Jaeger et al. (2011; Appendix A)who discuss the desirable “shrinkage” property ofmixedmodels in this context: for language
families with only a few members, the best linear unbiased prediction (BLUP) is “shrunk” towards the overall mean, while for
languages consisting of many individual members, the contribution of the overall mean to the BLUP is much weaker and therefore
much closer to the observed language-specific group mean, also cf. Gelman and Hill (2007 ch. 12), Baayen (2008 ch. 7.3) and Kliegl
et al. (2010; fn. 3).
9 All estimates are derived by maximum likelihood with the maximum number of iterations set to 100.
10 The R packages glmmTMB (Brooks et al. 2017) and brms (Bürkner 2018) seem to be promising here, as pointed out by one of the
editors.
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conducted for each book and for both efficiency levels (word/character). Per repetition, one observation is
randomly drawn fromeach language family. Based on this randomsample, separate beta regressionswith
four link functions11 are computed to model efficiency on the community size. Per repetition and per
model specification, the model with the lowest Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) is selected (Akaike
1974) and the direction of the corresponding estimated coefficient for speaker community size is extracted.
Let F+ denote the number of times when the coefficient is positive. If there is no statistical relationship
between efficiency and speaker community size, we should expect that F+/1000 ≈ 0.5. Therefore, values
that are strongly above/below 0.5 are indicative of a positive/negative relationship between the two
variables.

To understand the relationship between efficiency on different levels of linguistic organization, pairwise
Pearson correlations are calculated for each available pair of variables (η1, η2). To account for the non-
independence of datapoints in this context (Moran et al. 2012), partial correlations (ε̂1, ε̂2) are calculated where
η1 is regressed onto the random intercepts of language family and macroarea in an intercept-only model and
residuals ε̂1 are obtained, likewise for ε̂2 (cf. step (b) above).

Data and (Stata 14) code required to reproduce all results presented in this paper are available as ancillary
material.

5 Results

Figure 1 visualizes the distribution of efficiency for the NT and the OT for both levels (character/word) for all
books with at least 100 symbols. On the character level, the median efficiency is 0.28 for the OT data and 0.29
for theNT books. In total, 90%of the books have an efficiency between 0.22 and 0.38. On the level of words, the
median efficiency on the word level is 0.43 for the OT and 0.46 for the NT. In total, 90% of the books have an
efficiency between 0.36 and 0.56.

Figure 2 visualizes the inter-book correlations in a heat plot (Jann 2019). It shows that the correlation
within efficiency level is very strong: within the character level, the median Spearman correlation is 0.82 and
Q1, i.e., the lower quartile, is 0.71. On the word level, the distribution of correlation coefficients is similar, the
median Spearman correlation is 0.83 (Q1 = 0.75). Given the differences in style, content and “urtext” of the
different books constituting the Bible; this finding implies that efficiency on both levels seems to be very stable.
If we compare the two efficiency levels, there is also a clear tendency of a positive statistical relationship
between efficiency on theword level and efficiency on the character level, with amedian Spearman correlation

Figure 1: Efficiency η as a function of the level (character/
word) and the testament (NT/OT).

11 logit, probit, cloglog & loglog.
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of 0.49 (Q1 = 0.40). This indicates that a language which is more efficient on the word level also tends to be
more efficient on the character level and vice versa. Section 4 of the ancillarymaterial presents separate graphs
for each book visualizing this relationship. Interestingly, accounting for the non-independence of datapoints
does not qualitatively change the results (cf. upper triangle Figure 2).

Table 1 summarizes the results for the analyzes of the relationship between efficiency and speaker com-
munity size, the information for all books is presented in Section 1 of the ancillarymaterial. For the books of the
NT there is ample evidence of a positive relationship between efficiency and community size on both levels of
linguistic organization: the Spearman and the Pearson correlation are positive for all books. In addition, the

permutation procedure does not yield a single permutationwhere
⃒⃒⃒⃒⃒
T∗
j

⃒⃒⃒⃒⃒
≥
⃒⃒⃒⃒⃒
To

⃒⃒⃒⃒⃒
for any of the 27 books. Thewithin-

families correlations show that 75% of all books have an F+/F ratio that is above 0.61 (word level) and above

Figure 2: Pearson correlation matrix for all combinations of the 66 investigated Bible books. The books are labeled
consecutively as shown in the legend on the right hand side. To improve readability, only even book numbers are printed on the
x-axis, while only odd book numbers are printed on the y-axis. The matrix visualizes that character and word efficiency rankings
have a strong positive intra-correlation and also a pronounced positive inter-correlation. The dashed pink line divides the data at
the efficiency level (word/character), while the dashed orange line divides the data into the books that belong to the OT and the
books of the NT. Lower triangle: pairwise Pearson correlations. Upper triangle: pairwise partial correlations controlling for the
genealogical and geographical relatedness of languages. As shown in the legend at the bottom of the plot, the darker the green,
the stronger the pairwise correlation.
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0.57 (character level). The between-families beta regressions also strongly support a positive relationship: for
both levels and all books, all 1000 repetitions resulted in a positive coefficient of community size.

For theOT data, there are pronounced differences between the two levels of linguistic organization: On the
character level, the results do not support the existence of any statistical relationship between efficiency and
community size for any of the conducted analyses. For example, the median p-value of the permutation test is
0.516. However, on the word level, the results seem to support a positive statistical relationship between
efficiency and community size. While the correlation coefficients for the OT data tend to be smaller compared
to their NT counterparts, the distribution of the permutation tests show that in 50% of all books, the p-value is
below 0.039 and in 75%of all books, the p-value is below 0.129. Compared to theNT books, the within-families
correlations are even better at supporting a positive relationship between efficiency and community size: 50%
of all books have an F+/F ratio that is above 0.83. Between families, the beta regression results are comparable
to the NT books with a relative positive count of 0.90 for more than 75% of all books.

Quartiles: Q1 – lower quartile (25th percentile). Q2 – median (75th percentile). Q3 – upper quartile (75th
percentile).first row: testament (NT/OT). Second row: efficiency level (word/character). Third row: Median
community size (per 1000). Fourth row: Number of available books. Fifth row: distribution of Spearman
correlation coefficients between efficiency and community size. Sixth row: distribution of Pearson correlation
coefficients between residualized efficiency and community size. Residuals are computed based on a mixed
model with no fixed effect, but instead crossed random intercepts for language families and macroareas.
Seventh row: distribution of p-values from the Freedman–Lane permutation testing procedure. Eighth row:
relative count of positive Spearman correlation coefficients between efficiency and community size within
language families with at least five members. Ninth row: Beta regression – relative count of positive co-
efficients for separate Monte Carlo simulations with 1000 repetitions. Per repetition, one observation is
randomly drawn from each language family.

6 Discussion

In summary, I used information theory to quantify the efficiency of written language based on parallel
translations of the Bible. The simple observation that there is a pronounced correlation between efficiency on

Table : The relationship between efficiency and community size.

Row Quartile Results

 Testament NT OT
 Efficiency level Word Character Word Character
 Community size (median) in     

 Number of available books  

 Distribution of Spearman correlation coefficients between
efficiency and community size

Q . . . .
Q . . . .
Q . . . .

 Distribution of Pearson correlation coefficients between
residualized efficiency and community size

Q . . . −.
Q . . . −.
Q . . . .

 Permutation test: distribution of p-values Q . . . .
Q . . . .
Q . . . .

 Within-families correlations Q . . . .
Q . . . .
Q . . . .

 Between-families Beta regressions of efficiency on
community size

Q . . . .
Q . . . .
Q . . . .
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the word level and on the character level (cf. Figure 2) is the cornerstone of my analysis. It indicates that
languages that aremore efficient on theword level tend to also bemore efficient on the character level and vice
versa. To the best of my knowledge, this is the first time that this interaction between efficiency on those two
levels of linguistic organization has been empirically demonstrated.

The analysis also provides, again to my knowledge, the first statistically and methodologically robust
evidence of an influence of speaker community size on information-theoretic efficiency, suggesting that
languages withmore speakers tend to havemore efficient written language representations. Or put differently,
efficiency seems to be partly affected by the social structure of its users (cf. Table 1). This complements existing
ideas that cultural evolution might shape language structure (Gibson et al. 2019; Lupyan and Rick 2010;
Muthukrishna and Henrich 2016; Raviv et al. 2019).

While the results strongly support this conclusion on the level of words, at first sight the results seem to be
less clear on the character level. Here, only the results for the NT books point in such a direction, but not the
results for the books of the OT. However, this seems to contradict the strong intra-correlation on the character
level (cf. Figure 2). In fact, the median Spearman correlation between books of the OT and books of the NT is
0.76. In Section 2 of the ancillary material, I therefore repeated the permutation testing procedure for the NT,
but only for languageswhere information for allOT books is available. The results are qualitatively very similar
and again do not support the existence of a statistical relationship between efficiency on the character level
and community size (median p-value = 0.309). Conversely, this indicates that the reason for the absence of the
relationship between efficiency and community size for theOT datamight lie in the fact that translations of the
OT are strongly biased towards languages with more speakers. Or put differently, a parallel corpus of the OT
withmore translations in languageswith smaller speaker communitieswould potentially support an empirical
link between efficiency on the character level and speaker community size. It is important to point out again
that Bible translations are rather special (de Vries 2007) and I believe Cysouw andWälchli (2007: 4) to be right:
“one cannot automatically assume that different Bible translations are directly equivalent”. On a methodo-
logical level, I have argued that because available Bible translations cannot be considered to be a random
sample, the results cannot be used to generalize the population of all languages. Since generalizations are an
important aim of empirical investigations, a much more extensive investigation with different parallel text
corpora is clearly necessary (and also currently underway).
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